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YOUNG AND HORNY
Desirous of a strong young man to fuck and love me.  

I am 25  6’2.  190.  
art student from the U.S. 

and new to London.

SUR rodney SUR



ELIJAH stevens



TESS altman



to/wards virgil - 

over

- across or intervening
- forward beyond a boundary, and often down
- so as to invert
- from a vertical to horizontal position
- from one to another
- on the other side

over is relational, a preposition, and occasionally a 
prefix, presupposing a boundary and 
announcing transgression

over is
how we are to it when we are done
how we are to here when we are home 
how we are to night when we are until sunrise
how we are to the counter when we are not prescribed
how we are to joyed when we are in ecstasy
how we are to come when we have been beaten
how we are to load when we have taken it all on
how we are to there when we are elsewhere

you’re always crossing boundaries, so this transatlantic 
transgression is no surprise, but it does happen to put 
you over there and us over here, not to be provincial 
about it. 

in reflecting on this fast-approaching relational shift, 
friends/family/lovers/nemeses/all of the above have 
undertaken overarching introspection and exposition. 

over. 

gabe + elijah



GARREN gotthardt



SAM

CLARA lopez menendez
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SUR rodney SUR



TED kerr



Each time I rewatch something terrible 
I tell myself it’ll be the last time. I 
like to think of the .avi’s like an old 
video, the tape getting thinner and 
thinner each time until the picture 
becomes unrecognizable and I can be 
free.

And yet I keep going back because for 
me, the allure of the familiar is too 
inescapable. There are a million lives 
I’ve lived, stories I’ve written, 
parties I’ve attended in the space it 
takes for me to build a routine, a 
path I want to return to. The more one 
dives into the familiar, the easier it 
is to get exhausted by the thought of 
breaking out into the unknown. 

I would never deny anyone the pleasure 
of comfort, but I could deny myself 
the diminishing returns of a dopamine 
hit of an old 30 Rock episode. It’s 
important to move on the new shows, 
new place. To turn away. To take to 
heart some fake af bartender line of: 
“you don’t have to go home, but you 
can’t stay here.” 

In the bad 30 Rock version of our 
friendship, there are times it’d be 
easy to slot me in as your Jack: older, 
unemotional, grayer. A career daddy. 
Someone who’s learned how to keep the 
parts of them that are a disaster 
mysterious. 

 ZOE holmes

inside every daddy lurks a gay disaster

..



inside every daddy lurks a gay disaster

But then I think of riding on trains 
and a bus and a ferry with you to 
Fire Island for the first time, both 
of us making joke Instagram posts as 
we tried to pretend we weren’t unsure 
about this very mild stepping into 
the unknown. I think about laughing 
with you on the late ferry back, about 
talking under the yellow lights of the 
Mastic station. Of joy. Seeing photos 
of you going back again and again, 
embracing the unknown known, the value 
of a return.

Jack has a rival on 30 Rock: Devon 
Banks, an initially intimidating 
opponent who ultimately turns out to 
be a dopey faggot. And aren’t those two 
sides of the same coin, held together 
by their struggles to change unless 
the universe forces it on them? And 
if sometimes I’ve been your Jack, I’ve 
just as much been your Devon, someone 
whose back-up plan is getting hit by 
cars for insurance money. 

(Inside every daddy lurks a gay 
disaster.)

I’m not done watching shit I know, 
but I’m glad to have you in my life 
to remind me how good it is to try new 
things too.



EMMA pattiz



Come whenever! But please dont 
bring beer to my Seder.

Delivered

Delivered

iMessage
Fri, Mar 30, 4:13 PM

iMessage
Thu, May 10, 11:27 AM

Do u have plans this weekend??

Delivered

iMessage
Fri, Jul 23, 10:13 PM

Where u???

Delivered

iMessage
Sat, Jun 30, 12:42 AM

hey

Delivered

iMessage
Tue, Aug 21, 10:44 AM

Want to go to Brighton Beach on
Saturday??

MARK romero



LEE berman
  & MERI haitkin



Essay

Roughly my argument runs as follows:     Time seems 
to pass the jerk and whoosh of it    to go on   over   and 
if it does then does so every—   and moreover—   Now 
I move on where the reasoning leads   though what that 
would look or sound smell like    the oh thereof    or for 
a short time be—    You may say this is a thin claim but 
your statement entails that time can’t pass    and I have 
shown that it does

LISA cohen 



ELEANORE pankow



VIRGIL, YOU 
TAUGHT ME 
E V E R Y T H I N G 
I KNOW, SO I 
AM EXCITED 
FOR YOU TO 
LEARN MORE!

LOVE YOUR FOREVER SISTER, mabel



 

xox friend, charlotte  

your 

CHARLOTTE heyrman



GABE gordon
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JUSTIN allen



CARRIE yamaoka
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